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April 28, 1977 
Search for Director is Slow 
As has been previously reported, 
Coach Edward C. Swnson, the BSe 
Athletic Director, is retiring at the 
end of this semester. Despite the 
rapidly approaching summer 
vacation, President Adrian 
Rondileau has not yet seen fit to 
activate a selection committee or to 
even distribute a job description for 
the position. 
Since Coach Swnson officially 
announced hi.? retirement, a long 
and sometimes stationery process 
has highlighted the search for a new 
Athletic Director. Soon after 
Christmas vacation, student 
representatives started negotiating 
with the President for the formation 
of a search and selection 
committee. However, the President 
felt that a job description would first 
have to' be constructed before a 
search and selection process could 
begin, Near the end of February a 
working draft job' description 
appeared in Dr. Rondileau 's hands. 
Again student representatives, 
including Dottie Tisevich of the 
SGA and "Tic" Mansur of the MAA, 
met· with the President, this time to 
offer their input to the still· flexible 
job description. For the next four 
weeks it appecHS nulhin~ of "my 












matter. As recently' as last As 
recently as last week, Tisevich and 
Mansur were in contact with 
Rondileau to give their final approval 
to the job description. At that time 
Dr. Rondileau said he would be in 
contact with Dr. Catherine 
Comeau, Chairperson of the Health 
and Physical Education Depart· 
ment to begin moving ona final 
selection._The Athletic Director falls 
under the jurisdiction of that 
department. Despite student 
requests' to circulate the job 
description this week, Rondileau 
had still not contacted Dr. Comeau 
as of early this week. 
During the past twelve weeks it 
has become apparent that the new 
Athletic Director will be someone 
currently employed in the Physical 
Education Departm~nt. This has 
become necessary due to problems 
the department is having with its 
accreditation. However, that isn't 
the only reason. It appears that Dr. 
Rondileau is not will ing to fill the 
position left vacant by Swenson's 
retirement, this action being 
defended as necessary to fiscal 
austerity. 
As the meltter now stands, 
cver\)thing i~ in the Presic\ent'~. 









in line with student opinion. In 
general, students are V01Cll1g 
skepticism that Rondileau will allow 
the selection process to be 
completed before summer vacation. 
Many students also believe he has 
already made his choice for the 
position and will use a selection 
committee .as camouflage to avoid 
charges of abusing his admin-
istrative powers. ;'Tic" Mansur 
commented on. the current 
proceedings, "This wait-til·summer 
tactic has been very used before. 
It's very convenient to call a 
committee meeting when all the 
students are home and many faculty 
and administrators are still on 
campus. The way he wants the 
committee to make a selection 
sounds very much like the stink he 
pulled when they chose a new Dean, 
at least from what I read in the 
paper. ] think the President has 
already chosen his man, someone 
I.vho will leap every time he says 
'jump.'" . 
With many students becoming 
aggravated at these stall t(,lCtices it 
should be interesting to see if 
Rc.ndilezlu ch=1nge~ gecltS ,'Ylid 5t,1"'!":-
rnovin~l on thic; issue. Ii 1'1l'\, thCf'2 
prurnises to be rncHIY C\n::I1"'l ,\\h\('\I'~~ 
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2M COMMENT April 28'.1977 
Editorial 
. After having recently completed the Library Introduction course, I feel 
that the present is as good a time as any to air my grievances. 
, This quarter course whk:h is a requirement for graduation is not worth 
anything-credit-wise, that is. It would seem that a course that takes up 
an average of five class hours would be worth more than an empty grade 
when marks are issued. 
It . is true that althoUgh the knowledge gained by <:ompieting this 
requirement is useful, its approach seems to be aU wrong. What was 
learned could have been taught informally in approximately forty-five 
minutes. Why aU the pomp and circumstance of going through the hassle 
of registration, of attending an extra class per week, and of devoting time 
to an assignment for a worthless grade ? 
One of the major problems with the cours was that the time when the 
projeCt is"due is usually around mid-term or at the end of the semester 
when there are exams.and finals ~ study for, and papers to write. I found 
it very irritating to spend time on such a questionable project when I had 
many more important and deserving things to do. 
This is a plea to the administration to have something done about the 
farcicai manner in which this requirement is completed. We receive no 
credit, yet we receive a letter grade; we receive no credit, yet our 
valuable time is being spent in a classroom where the material could be 
'learned in less than an hour. 
Convince me of the necessity of this course! I would· really appreciate it 
if someone could rationalize why I spent four class hours and a number of 
independent hours researching and typing a project that gives me zero 
college credit and nothing else ex!:;ept a worthless letter grade! 
Whoever instituted this course as mandatory for all students, as a 
requirement for graduation, no less!, mustn't have known the NON· 
importance of this course. Please!! Reconsider!! If you insist on 
continuing this course as a as a requirement, also think about giving the 
student college credit for his time. Even 0.5 credit!! At least mpke the 
course optional. Instituting either of these changes just may give the 
student the added incentive to go into the course willingly rather than 
having to be dragged to it by force! 
JSA 
Education <at V.N. 
Education for students! This is 
the traditional promise announced 
in college catalogs. The 
environment 'and programs at 
Bridgewater are designed to also 
stimulate -; education by students! 
Such a concept gives encourage-
lTlent to and., recognition of 
phenomenon in action. 
Recently I received an invitation 
to accompany students from the 
Political Science and History Clubs 
on their cooperatively planned visit 
to the United Nations. And truly my 
role was solely to "'accompanyH. J 
was· not asked to suggest an 
itinerary not to effect contacts on 
their behalf. Rather I was provided 
With an open-ended schedule which 
was then filled with a dynamic 
sequence of learning experiences. 
The flow of. events on UN Day 
began as two bus~loads of vibrant 
students left campus with timely 
precision at 0530. It ended late that 
same night when <. the weary 
travelers returned to the ,same site. 
In - between there was \ a well>! 
orchestrated, internationally 
flavoured program of personal and 
professional benefit. This included: 
a briefing on political affairs by the 
per.sonal representative of the 
UnderSecretary; a private showing 
of selected films prepared by UN 
staff on critical internatio.nal i~sues; 
relations; an extensive tour of the 
United Nations Headquarters --
Economic and Social Council, 
Security Council, etc. _. to observe 
these entities in operation as we 
were being briefed in small groups 
by expert escort officers; and finally 
a full hour at the ,United States 
Mission where the Deputy 
Representative enlightened us as to 
the Carter Administration's 
international stance on human 
rights. It was a, substantial 
educational dividend for me to have 
the opportunity to share' 'in this 
event-filled day. 
All of the arrangements for the' 
day were· made, through student 
initiative and the events were 
conducted with their leadership, It 
was a pleasure to accompany them 
while observing their exempary 
per son a I c c:i"n due tan d the 
excellence of their organizational 
ability. A seriousness of professional 
purpose was manifested and when 
appropriate a perceptive line of 
questioning was advanced. The 
cooperative ColJege Community". 




Political Science Department 
Fair Elections? 
T Q the Editor, 
We ,are writing, this letter. 
concerning the procedure for class 
elections. ,A lack of communication 
. exists in the· procedures ,\for· class 
elections. The .stvdent bqdy needs 
" to ,. be informed as to the rules and 
l{eorings 
regulations of the voting process. As 
it stands now the stuuent body does 
not know.who is running for office 
nor do they know when the 
elections are to be held. Concerning 
the current 1977 elections for .class 
officers and senators signs were 
posted and some information was 
made available. Yet for some 
Ilnknow reason, the election dates 
were changed. The original 
elections were to be held on 
Wednesday April 20, 1977. 
However on that date, the signs 
were changed to announce primary 
elections were to be held on 
and the 
president of the class of 197t) leading 
to assume that the entire student 
body was to vote in the primary 
elections. If there was a reason for 
postponing the elections it was not 
clear to the students or'candidates. 
Apathy on the part of students at 
8.S.C. regarding elections runs 
high. We believe that this condition 
is brought about by the lack of 
available information. Students 
become disenchanted with the 
election procedures when they are 
left uninformed. Clear guidelines 
and rules are necessary in order to 
ensur~ that the elected officials truly 
r€:pre~ent the majority of the 
should these 
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by Do~g Schorr 
' .. ~ >'.3;,: .. :- :.l!. 
The month of Ap.ril haS. be~n a month_Qf¥a~~,ial surprises for the 
stu~ents here at Bndgewater State Coll~~~;J?i,l.rrog the first week of 
Apnl, forms passed ou(t~.the students were to:h~fiH;ed out and returned 
to t~e Office of Studetl~.Affairs along witl1:;q.J59.gf1ioom deposit fee by 
Apnl 15: Then, ~ daylo~two before the.qeadline'~:~t!i!ther paper was given 
to ~h~ students Informmg them that the TOO1TI reTIl'al rates were going to 
be Increased ?Y, $90.00 for the coming ye~r. Whenc:f read the reasons why 
there was.gomg to be an increase, I couldn't heip but chuckle. 
Accordlllg to the administration, the following improvements will be 
ma~e a t Durgin and Shea Dorms, also knowm as the Great Hill 
Re51d~nce. Three .. r;ew elevators will be installed; there. will be 
lobby~ l<?unge alterations on eachg floor alongi,\,yjth alterations 16 "enlarge 
th~ dlnm~ area; showers will be repaired 'imd t:eplaced; last;: but the 
bOl}ers ~lll be r~placed and pumps with a larger capacity 'be installed. 
I m dym~ to fl.nd out where the new elevators will be installed. They 
probably will be Installed at a spot where no one can find them. As for the 
lob~y/lounge alterations, what does that mean? Are they going to add a 
chalf and decorate it in crushed velvet? . 
. In regards to repairing and replacing the showers, a token shower stall 
wIll probably be fixed on each floor, when the truth of the matter is that all 
of the showers heed repairing. Looking at it perspectively it it is likely 
. that only the boiler will be replaced. ' 
As for the rest of t~e dormitories, the following improvements have 
been planned:. there wII.I be exterior repairs and window replacements at 
Woodward Hall and miscellaneous interior improvements at'both Scott 
and Pope Hulls. . 
... ~()o~in9 at it realistically, why doesn't the administration just face the 
f,\(.1 t~ldt ,;\,o[)d Hall shou~d b~ razed and replaced replaced by a new' 
dormltory? How can they Justlfy a $650.00 fee for living a t a firet a l"k 
Wood'? The b:lilding is so ol.c1 that it should be turned into a museu~: ~n~ 
i:ll'i ~or the l:llscellaneous Improvements at the other dormitories I'm 
cLlnoLls. to fmd out what is meant by "miscellaneous." Does that ~ean 
they ~1omg to C19d a couple of new trash barrels and have blowdryers in 
the, bat ~~ro()ms/ How can the $50.00 increase be justified at these three 
n~sld(mn! hall? At least at the Great Hill, many improvements .are 
l5('h(~dul('.d .none them wi11 likely happen. Very few 
.... .... dormitories, so why should they 
, . •. ..... they decide to post· a new 
nothing to 
L Y CHILDHOOD 
-Philosophy 
Offerings 
Students interested in ideas will 
have an opportunity next rail to take 
electiy.B- philosophy courses tvhich 
exam,ine .. -vati.cius "'theories of 
happines~JPL323),'t1:te intelligibility 
of religious beliefs (pL 351), and the 
methods and problems of science in 
the contempprarv world (PL40l). -
Some .ofthe issues considered in Pl 
401 PHILOSOPHY OF NATURAL 
SCIENCE ar::e~ Does science foster 
the cdti~al '. spirit or instead 
encourage uncritical acceptance of 
established. theories? Doe's science 
have a method'? And if so, does its 
method make it superior to 
literature and the humanities? 
PL 351 RELIGION, FAITH AND 
REASON will involve a critical 
examination of the nature and 
justification of religious claims. 
including discussion of these issues: 
What are the rounds for belief or 
disbelief in God's existence? Do 
reason and faith conflict? Is religious 
discourse meaningful? Is belief in 
immortality intelliqible and/or 
defensible'!-
PI 323 THEORIES OF HAP PI-
NESSS will examine theories of the 
nature of happiness, how it can be 
attained, and the role of emotion 
and reason in the achievement' of 
happiness. 
Each of these courses is open to 
.?Iny student who has completed one 
course in philosophy. Students 
interested to major or minor in 
philosophy should contact Prof. 
Cheney, Library Office 311. 
The Depa-rhnent VJm a\so 0\\"''' 




NEW! -IMPROVEDl - FASTEll! 
." FOOD~SERVICE' > 
IN THE 
RA THSKELLER! 
DUE'TO NEW PIZZA OVENS, GRILLS, and FRYOLA TO~S, 
, '. R . IN THE' RAT CAN BE A DIFFERENT, 
ATERINGSTOMACH-' FILLING EXPERIENCE! 
> :.' , 
¥¥MENU, ¥1f \ . . 
. " Kansas City Stripsteak $1.89 . 
:. (French fries and, garlic breadincludedl) 
DeliPiz~a Pie . $2~95 
(A· pizza freak's dream!) 
Boom Boom Burger (Cheese 5¢ extra) 
Lasagha with Garlic Bread 
Mexican Chill $.65 
·,.Shrimp' Bqat .. ' ·$1.49· .. ' , (Frenchfrl¢s and cQle~law) 
J <,,< ~ .1; 
$.89 
' .. April28,1977 Tlifi-COMMENT 3 
by Anne McAdams 
DPBI 
lOUT 
It's time to get your chaise lounges out of the closet, aJong with the 
cooler. perhaps a good book, and, iast but not least. support stockinas. 
May 3d is the stan of registration at BSe. This is the time when we try .... to 
make a claim for the "Standing the Longest Amount of TIme" record in 
the Guinness Book of World Records and Ripley's Believe It or Not. 
'~Vaiting in line is only half the difficulty of registration; not getting the 
courses one n€€ds causes the majoriwof.students to have.their.nen.!ous 
breakdovms ~1,.:1Thin the sanctioned doorsoJth~roemand.notonthe 
stair~vays~ 2:f::!::.t.1' - ::; }~',:: . f 
These were the cuestions asked~ .i:; 
\~~at ~oes the BSe' student think 6fth~ registration' pr~(;edure? . 
\\'nat does the student think of the course offerings? 
Does the student have any recommendations to make in reoards to 
registration? ~ 
This ~vas the response: 
"I regIstered late last semester due to a mistake by the registrar's office. 
As a result, I was unable to get the courses I needed because none were 
left. More courses should be made available." 
Kathi Last 
"More 500-1evei courses should be offered during the day, the majority 
are at night or are not being offered at all." 
Bob Scleich 
"Compared to Lowell University this system is a lot better and 
organized. The course offerings are pretty good; fm satisfied." ' 
Sue Rieter 
"I think that the course offerings in the Behavioral Science Depts., which 
are also GER's, should be held so that majors in that field can get what 
they need. The registration procedure is a mess. Perhaps people should 
register according to their major." 
Julie Chaplic 
"Stonehill and UMass as wen as larger universities ~e the computer 
system. If UMass can handle it, BSC can handle it. ... 
Mary Ann Co.rned 
Jenni.!er M\'} 
;"""'/0+"".1;:,.,' rIo,,,,,:,,.,,,,, to have :r;equired 15 credits. As an upperclassman, I 
.' am better off than an underclassman, though." 
Donna.CahiIf 
, Program Com rtutte e 
Pllotography· Contest 
The Student Union Program Committee is sponsoring a Photography 
60ntest!! It is open to all members of the Bridgewater State College 
campus community. The categories are: Travel, People. Landscape and 
Creative Abstracts. First prize is $25, second is $10 and third prize is $5. 
All prints will be exhibited in the Student Union Art Gallery from May 8, 
1977 to May 21, 1977. 
The rules are as follows: 
1. Only original prints may be submitted; either black and white or color. 
2. Entries are limited to (our prints p?r person maximum. This is 
regardless of how many categories prinfs are submitted for. 
3. Entries must not previously won in any other contest. 
4. All prints must be mounted and the size of the prints should not be less 
than 5"x7" or larger than 1l"x14" . 
5. The back of every print submitted must have the name, address and 
phone' number of the contestant and the category that print is being 
submitted for. ' 
6. Entries must be turned in by May 5, 1977, at 4 p.m. to be eligible. They 
should be left in the Student Union Director's office~ 
7~ Announcement of the winners will be on May 9, at a reception in the art 
gallery for all contestants... \. 
8. All prints can be picked up between May 22,1977, and May 27. 1977 in 
the 5ttjdent Union pirector'sOffjce. After the 27th, all prints become the 
property of the Student UnoinPrograll1<~-ommittee. . 
1'----- ----------~--_ ... ---'~··---I I ._ I 
· ¥¥REN 0 VATl ON SPE CIA.i..S . ¥¥ ; .* YES, I am participating ;;;J~rt2Rj;f Union i'rQgram Committee: 
r Photography Contest, and I understand the Student Union and/or BSCI 
start~May 2 through end of semester ~ is not liable or responsible JoYloss or damage to any property orperson·1 
I In addition to prizes, certain prints may be selected for use in Student, a) Burger & Beer _ $.79_. ,,! I Union promotional material. ' I ~ . save 26¢! .. : : 
. b) Pizza' &i' Pitcher ·of Beer~:15¢'off! :'.' : Signdture: : 
priceofa~!l pizza25¢ of£1· . . I Name: • 
. .. ..Price of ~ypitCher. saveIl9¢!.. .: : 
· Au,irEMS i\ VAiIABLEFROMOPENiNG 'TIL CLOSING. : Phone:, : 
.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~QO~~~~~~~~~~~~~~occc~~~~~~~~~~~~----------------------------
b r n 
presenteb bp tUt political science club 
Spring and Cherry Blossol11s 
WashingtQn • In 
b~1 Christine Hanson 
During the \i,.leek of March 20·26, 
"",hiie many students were basking 
in the sun, members of the 
...".."<;H_'=, Club a!ong with 
ProfeSS<:lTS Michael Kryzanik and 
Guy Clifford v.:ere experiencing the 
~ind arld rain of \'\'ashington, 
TrH:c of the excursion 
.'1:as to st~dents to utilize 
a::aderr.ics i:: the field. The 
experience entailed 
Americar: gos.:emment in action, 
'~I\.F;!h pubEc 
The rr;p :.t'as il~iriaIly a project of 
former pre-sicefit Joseph Young and 
his executive board In 1976, 
President David Oliveira, in light of 
political tradition, continued the 
event. Dr. Michael Kryzanik. 
moderator of the Political Science 
Club, was first assistant to Mr. 
Oliveira in planning and 
p~trammig. Dr. 
. Student Financial Aid. Club and co1!ege community who 
made the trip to H'.:!shington 
include:Anne McAdams, Trisha 
Cotter, Denise Berard, Jerry 
Reardan, Rhonda Pruss, Dotty 
Tisevich,Mary Lane, Janet Porter, 
Ann Hackenson, Frank McCue, 
Gerr:y Oakman, Kevin Murphy, 
Steve McLaughlin, Bill Dowd, Mike 
Harding, Brenda Carlson, Debb e 
Evans, Robin Peart. Kim 
Henderson, Liz Qoherty, Jim 
Fotopoulos, Bob Meehan, Russ 
Abisla, Mike Sheehan, Christine 
Hansen. and David Oliveira. 
Students discovered deep dish 
pizza for dinner. Several students 
and professors dined at the elegant 
Chaparral Room of the Marriott. 
•••••••••••• 
The . contingency traveled to 
Washington. by three vans with 
competent drivers, such as Jim 
Fotopoulas, Bill Dowd and David 
Wednesday's itinerary entailed a 
tour and briefings· at the State 
Department. The contingency 
tpured the top floors and offices of 
the department. Ms. Marie Connoly 
guided the group through' the 
Operations Center, where news 
- Oliveira. The co-pilots: Dotty 
Tisevich;; Rhonda. Pruss and Barb 
Wilson provided tolls. enter-
taihme~t~ and cfu:ections. One· van 
.~~Vttginia the .first e~ning 
. ~ hetQ.re· discovering Mass; AVe: in p. 
C .......... . 
, . ·.~~~n$·V:' ~,,~-a:r·~ 
:; .. ~~,;~.,.T~: ;~.; 
J~Wtll~".~. 
. items from around' the globe are 
received, decoded.a lid relayed to 
the qppropriate officials. Several 
~.' . . .wasad¢9uate . 
. Theprepal'aoon foi~l\eW~~$ 
itinerary was aided . by ~1\Exailk 
Klassen .Qf . the Ameri;:an 
Association of ColJeges fOT T scher 
Education (MeTE). Monda3ls 
itinerary included a " briefing VJith 
David Rosen from the . National 
Student Lobby discussing current 
funding for Student . Assistance 
Programs. Ronald Field from the 
American Associatioh of State 
Colleges and Universities .b~fed 
the contingency on the Nationbal 
CoaljtipJ;lJor. Lower "Tuition in 
Higher Education. Included in the 
schedule were tours of the 
Woodrow Wilson House and the Air • 
and Space section of the 
Smithsonian Institute, where the 
incredible film! "To. Fly," was 
viewed. 
The second morning of the trip 
was spent at the Supreme Court, 
where the students observed the 
supreme justices firing questions 
and delivering opinions. The 
remainder of Tuesday was spent in 
discussion I.\pith Senator Ted 
Kennedy. He discussed the 
happenings on the Hill. After 
walking the entire HEW complex, 
the group discussed student 
finnndal assistance with Richard 
Supreme Court Building 
During the afternoon, students 
attended sessions ·of the House and 
Senate. Debate in the House 
centered aropunda Labor Bill which 
was evidence of the Carter pro . 
labor stance. The bill, during a late 
night roll call vote and attachment of 
various amendments, was defeated. 
The Massachusetts delegation 
voted unanimously for passage, as 
Rep. Studds recalled for our group. 
After casting his vote, 
Congressman Gary Studds 
discussed the construction bill and 
his project, the200~mile.fishinglimit. 
At that time, Rep. Studds vocalized 
his pride with the implementation of 
the limit by the Coast Guard. The 
White House tour was the next item 
on the agenda. It was a rather quick 
tour. The students were impressed, 
but a bit skeptical that Presidents 
actually resided in the rooms, 
Many students vi$ited the FBI 
building following the White House 
ded the arsenal 
machine gun. 
A small group of women students, 
through the assistance of Dr. 
Adamson, attended a briefing with 
Ms. Judy Endstiom, a young 
profess,ional at the WorldBank.The~ 
discussion' ranged fro'm career 
objectives and opportunities to the 
sights of Washingto,n and the ERA. 
Thursday afternoon, "'s~udents' 
met with Rep. Margaret Heckler iri a 
brief session. Ms. Heckler had to 
attend a roll <:;all vote ,in the rvidst of 
the.· dis~ussj0rt~'After her. return, a 
grol;lp~lGt~~!,~astak,e~with R~p.· .. 
Heckler. '. '::: l ", ", 
'The ' evening was spent . in 
enjoyment. of food', drink; .Cind 
merriment. Several trip awards and 
toasts were made for the present 
and future.' The evening also 
developed a new internship for t~e 
Political Science Departm~nt. 10 
mixology. At the end of the evening, 
while::returning to the hotel rooms, 
., . . we discovered Mount Ve'rnon was dicrsom~picture-taklns on the agenda for Friday. But Dr. 'caus~dstart1ed gaz€siirid Kryzanik, isn't Mount Vernon too 
security ch'ecks . of the far? ' 
sttAfldEt.!el1lrt.: St'he walking. t.our, a briefing' fr:iday;t!l~ last day of the: trip, 
, 'd began with, a,.:tour to Arlington 
• was con uctedWith Mr.Becke;~,;,~'. t C S d t 
st(ite'departl11ent,?ffic.iaJ.:IV1t, ,,>t)l~ti?,~.a,:i,:em,etary. tu en s ~~e~:r:~:~B:~~~~:~:~~~~~ " '1~BJ'~t~~d~v:~~~~~ft~~~e~tf ~~~ 
,de:partm~I1t,pplicyand't..he Panama unknown soldier. 
~anaJ. . Some of the other sites and 
institutions visited by the students 
during their free time included the 
"basic)tmonuments. These include 
VJa~hil}gton's Monument, Lincoln 
}'~~ril~rial (we are a,tourmobile!) , 
; :;!~" Jefferson . Memorial) Smithsonian 
. 'Institute (if is gigantic!), the 
,-Tx:easury, National Archives, 
Kennedy Center, Ford Theater 
Library of Congress, Aquarium, and 
. Watergate. 
An enjoyable time was had by all, 
particularly Thursd(iY' evening. 
Congratulations. to . those who 
received awards! . Thank you, Dr. 
Kryzanik, . Dr ... Adamson .D1.Wid 
Olivier,a, and ,Joe' Young for your 
persistence ano ... assistant~ during' 
the excursion. 
Meeting in c-
- ongresswoman Heckler's office. 
Plans are currently underWay for 
the next trip to D.C. in the Sprirtgof 
1978 .. The excursion is open to the' 
entire ;t::oILege communIty, 
In~sted.students Contact the 





1973 Honda CB 125, color green, 
eXcellent condition, low mileage, luggage 
rack and helmet included. Must be seen 
to be appreciated. Call 586·9457 .. 
1967 Ford Falcon, good condition, must 
sell. Price negotiable. Diane, x 383. Pope 
Hall, room 322. 
Ten speed Flandria men's bike. 27 inch 
wheels, 2S inch frame, orange, Good 
condition. $50. Call 588·7280. 
1969 Peugot. Needs new muffler. Price: 
$200 or best offer. Call 378-7596. Motor 
in top condition. 
1968 VW Camper. Needs exterior work, 
interior excellent. Must sell, $800. Call 
Mike at 697-6566. 
housing 
Free apartment stipend and wages 
exchange for typing, composition of 
charts, graphics. Light housekeeping, 
Broel-don, 584-0677 from 5-7 pm, 
ride/riders 
Ride needed April :~O wl;!el,encl 10 
Bridgeport, Conn. Will h,dp pay for !IllS 1 
Leave a note in my locker, 221 i\ems:,; 
from sub shop or call <.11 R2H·68t1'l. 
Thimks! 
Miss W-onde:rtul.I,IOU 
may look Hke Gary Mace but I won't hold 
it against' you. Your. latent'admirer. 
Signed, the yellow paper 9ropper 'in the 
Student Union foyer. 
The RSVP's for the MAA Banquet are 
due in Coach,Swenson's mailbox on 
April 28. Anyon~ not passing in an RSVP 
may not attend the banquet. ." 
Many thanks to the Pink Easter Bunny. 
Your hop, hop, hop around the room 
was everything we had anticipated. 
you'd better hide your fluffy tail, though, 
because it is a dead giveaway. 00·00. 
;;-Girl, you are a woman now." 
Aimison, I love you, not him. Love, the 
noisY·one. 
Ginny: Long live 4-20-77. It was really 
great. Keep smiling. Wheat Germ and 
Honey Shampoo! 
Lovely Little Teacher, I Love You. We 
should have celebrated 4-20·77. Blood 
Sweat and Tears. We make very good 
Mash Potatoes, Jello and Pudding. But, I 
do all the hard work. And all the sweating 
too. Hate those fire alarms. Up and down 
at least four times. Pretending is out. The 
real thing is in, You're such a lovely 
Brown-Eyed Woman. Love You, 
number 21. 
Big Brown Eyes, 1 really enjoyed being 
with you, wish I could see more of you. 
Sorry it seems to have ended so soon. If 
things ever change let me know, it's 
always a pleasure talking to you. Take 
care and don't worry things will work out 
for you. Keep smiling. A lot of love, Bi9. 
Blues. 
TO THE WRESTLING TEAM: My 
sincere thanks to ,-~II of you for the gift 
you presenteclme I(\st Sat. night. I 
enjo~;ed workin~J with you during the 
5p.asun <lncl only hope I can assist again 
next sedson. Thllnks uqdin, love, Mdrian. 
Wildl d w(~('l<('nd. Rarnaria was i:l bomb. 
Found (Ii'IY. F<'l!wuil Hall was an 
(lxcell('nlli!1l(,. E<lt milch. Parly ,It Liz's .. 
it's 011 ,/,1('1< Mid Shirl. S"~('P much K.K. 
;mel hilll_ Smolw much Liz, Burnt raisin 
j()(\st"··what nvxt. C;()od tirn(~, !:Jood time!! 
Future SlIl1ll1Wr rllddrwss. 
Wllilt ,I tilll\'. TW(I hit·:, WI''rI' Ih)illq "II 
lIi~lh\. H.S .\lld T WI' 1I.\lII'lh\ illl"\) WI'''' 
manager,andannoutlcer for 1977 hom~ 
gc;lmes. These are paid positions. Apply 
to 'Coach Mazzafi;,lrro, Kelly Gym. 
Timmy Laime: You are ugly. No one 
likes you. You have ugly black curly hair 
and bulilrog eyes. Stop flirting with my . 
sister. 
Linda-·Hope you get over your illness 
and your throat gets better so we can get 
into "deeper" things. Signed, a Man 
Called' Horse. 
MatL Gillespie, Still playing those 
games, huh'? Why don't you answer me 
and let me know if you know who I am. 
What's the matter, chicken? Still love 
your bod, care to show the .details? The 
AdmirE\T' 
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Linda, if the world was coming to an end, 
would you care? I never realized how 
phony you are-·what's your act all 
about? Concerned 
Akanita··Talk much? "Or is it the right 
time of night?" "Well, let's get it on!" 
God, do you have nice knees! Boy, are 
we ever jealous! This is really too deep! 
Wasted days and wasted nights. What 
was behind the beach house??? Are you 
sure it's landscaping you're into? Does it 
really pay to be quiet? The Gabby Ones 
Foxy Lady; How did you find out who I 
am? You have aroused curious interests 
within me. Don't make me wait for it in 
the personals. Come right out and tell 
me. Mr. Green Jeans. PS--I'm giving 
the green jeans a vacation. Did you 
notice? 
Here's to us! Roots, yawn for me, ice 
cream, window washers, landscaping, 
asthma, ticklish, jock, sex class, keys 
and shells, bargain hunting, killer and 
Bullshit! Muscles, tans and bed check at 
six! You must be a Leo! Motels··don't get 
any ideas. Criminals smol~ing, long 
tongues, THE BUOY(,?) and giggling! 
And we thought it was gonna be another 
one of THOSE 'nights! Thumbs lip. 
Virginia OH!OS & Wives--Our dinner 
date is off, but our tent orgy is on. Since 
our wedding in th(! Cavern Cathedral the 
worlds of Massage, range of motion, and 
trust me htwe bloomed, Whenever you 
aw H~'ldl,l, wp'll do it il!Jain, R<'ITlember it 
i~ tlw P1'\y~ic,c, th"t 'I~ lun. B.D. 'IOU owe 
1111' <I rn,\~;~';;\~\I' III til\' 111()rnill~\. Don't 
{Ul'l"\ P,\()\I(\" IV t\hl<' F\w~'>' 
~~y Nite Live; A.M. how come your 
eyes were so small when you went to 
work? Nance, I hope vye didn't bother 
you. Babycakes, I think the 'game beat 
you, Suzy Q the movies w~s great. Kitty, 
don't cut your nails. L& V where'd. you go 
after Mac's? Yes Boo, I'm still guarding 
your room. Well'didn't we, all have fun? 
. Love, Kemo. PS--:-Istillhaveonemore 
"light-up" card. 
CFG--Guess what, you finally got a 
personal in the Comment. Well Happy 
Birthday Kid and many more. Hope your. 
day is nice. , .. Good luck in all your 
softball games. And remember, BANG 
A GOOD ONEl! Hang in there, kid. 
Pequend. 
Jim··Thank you esp;cially for all the Jello 
pudding··Jo. 
Monica from Holbrook, I know you 
didn't mean what you really said about 
back stabbers, only to people who are 
"general." The Friendly's Gang. 
The Boss and Wilma--Let's go to Onset. 
Really love those souvenirs! Think the 
elephant will miss it? How 'bout some ice 
cream? You ticklish··No I got asthma. 
Yawn for me, too! Time for another bike 
Sunburns, bears, Oreos, cold cuts, 
MacDonalds. cold water, NASA, the 
beach, more Oreas, please, deer, our 
Pres" Mikey. riding and riding, sing-a· 
longs, frisbee and football, campfires, 
caverns, beer and Coke, bug juice, and 
more Oreos, beach bums, handsome 
hunks, beautiful babes?, stars, everyone, 
Shenandoah country, Ah--Virginia. 
Signed, Brown hair, brown eyes. 
Chris. Here's the personal you wanted 
in. I'll be more original next time. Ciao, 
Keith. 
It was a fun weekend, kids. Just think of 
how many rumors are going to be spread 
about the president "breaking in" the 
president-elect, we have pictures, we 
know! And the Vicki sandwich on 
Charlie, and foot fetishes. And shiney 
bums. I submit to you that next year will 
be even better"and we won't hide the 
party from Dr. D. 
Fitchbur memories, part two: ·Now that 
the secretary's had her say, I have some 
things to add. Judy, we apologize to you 
for hiding on Friday night; Charlie, that 
was your wine I drank and always 
remember "Future Cop"; Jerry, I love 
your Christmas carols, but my foot is 
ticklish; and Chuckie-the·freshman--
hope you've gotten enough sleep and I'm 
sorry I almost made you a soprano like 
me. It was a fun weekend, even though 
Dr, D. thought our party was boring. 
Till the next time··the sandwich lady. 
Rebec-·Have a great day on your 20th 
birthday'! Get psyched for the regionals, 
'cause we're going to have a super time! 
Rick: Never believe dnything you hear 
and only half of what you see. Did I get it 
right? I told \jew I remember 
EVEHYTH\NG,-1, 2, 3" . Have \IOU 
\WMc\ 11'11.' lW,W ~(\n\\ nul 1'.,,\k~C\ "Sconb\)-· 
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Alby Rem, Don'f be shy. Don't you know 
that all the girls love your hairy chest. Let 
yourself go wild. All the fans go to the 
basketball games only to see YOU!! 
Guess who! 
Sun. Morning Dead . '.' Plenty of cold 
beers, smooth Tennessee sipping 
whiskey, some of Columbia's best 
homegrown, Marshal Tucker, Charlie 
Daniels and many more great tunes and 
a room full of fine friends. Who could ask 
for anything more? (I could··a couple of 
loose women with a taste for the bizarre, 
but that's life). Thanks a lot. "It's 
memories like these that make me a 
wealthy man." I'm twenty·one, we're still 
having fun, and you're still the ones. B-
Bri. 
The Brotherhood of Alpha Upsilon 
would like to thank everyone who 
supported our Spring Raffle by buying a 
ticket. We would also like to 
congratulate the winners: J. Munsie 
"Campus Police"--first prize; Skip 
Toperzer·-second prize; Kathleen Kerr·· 
third prize; Ann Poce--fourth prize; 
Maureen Capone--fifth prize. 
Sat. Nite Live ... Dago arrange what! Hill 
spruce up, condemn 505. Paul Winter 
not too buzzed. Protect our floor 
capture Robin Hood. B-Bri 21 yrs. A 
good party, a lot of people doing strange 
things--l0 cases in two hours--no 
problem. Kenucky at har·-that's why! 
Kenucky wants another bus trip. 
Clandestine relations on this floor~­
should print a list. Joann our little egg 
collector. Denise and Wendell, can we 
count on a double ceremony. Cindy has 
stars in those eyes. It's spring fever and 
we're still having fun and you're still the 
one. 
dCH1"'\' \ ''',I',n«h'l \ .... ,'\\(1 ,', .... <\\\(1."T \1,\\ \\( ..... ). 
c\\t' r'o' 111\-'~' n\,,' "Jl,'\\ '\1 '.",. (.).\.\\' \'" ~ .• ,,,,,,,. "~"J 
Wouldn't it be worth $5,00 to you and 
your IT'lends to hire. a human Ian lor one. 
0\ \)nur smash,ng \:mshe.s'? Ganqa, the. 
'\\'\'(1"\.:\'("\ \'i\"\ '\N\'\c.'\\ ,,\ c.n\~\'J~'.,l~-,·.'\\(n\ \)\I;a,.c.,-·.\ 
(-...... ,~~\ •• -.., ", ... \\,"1." ...... ,. \.-..'t\ ""\\ '\.\'_.,\~.t,.,'JI."\'1. 
pM\y ,\ \)\~J 'n\\: ,hl~,\ :i\,mtl \I'~,l \l\ \h~! 
Make a friend·~share a movie, barlgamJa, 
shopping, laundry. Your skills and little 
time will help a special needs adult. SNC 
Association for Retarded Citii!€ns. 329· 
5728 
Cheryl··"One thing is forever good; that 
one thing is success."··So congrat· 
ulations on your one-one·six-five. 
"Rebec" 
Gary Mace and Spike Horan are opening 
a school for the retarded. Please help the 
retarded, Send money to the Gary and. 
Spike fund .. ,Care of Charlie Tand, Tilly 
Cafeteria. 
Prof. S.L.··ln reference to my last 
'personal--I was serious--your theatre 
classes are the only ones' that I found 
worthwhile and' learned from. Thank 
you, ps-·I would have left BSC!! 
To whoever borrowed my maroon Fuji 
from the bike room in Shea: I'm glad that 
you kept it from rusting through the 
i,inter, but I had to break open my 
piggybank to buy it-·the third new ten· 
speed that has been borrowed of f)1ine 
and I can't afford another,-·cou1d we 
possibly share, or please consider selling 
back to the owner. Thanks, you're a' 
sweetheart. 
20 ·The 
I Human Fan and keep the breeze in YOUr 
life I Red fan included with 50¢ postage 
and handling. HIRE A FAN!!! 
Sat.'Nite Live No. 2 ... B-Brisauna orr 
Fri.,6th floor activities all weekend. 
Concert Sat. excellent time. Beach party 
on 14th. Sun aft. high. Tooth pick. Beach 
eventS'. Who's gonna transfer to . St. 
Michael's? Jim, I think ,artha should be 
controlled more--she's taking advantage 
all the time. We're still having fun and 
llou're "Still the one. 
To Gary Mace and Spike Horan,·We 
love your beautiful bodies, nice eyes, 
. kinky hair, and skinny legs. We don't 
care what everyone else says about you. 
Love, three wonderful women (horny 
hussies). ps. You can teach oUr"'children 
anytime! 
To Nancy Ann andJ.F.: Happy Birthday 
on the 22d and 24th! Hope P.C. is 
jumping for you! There's no need to tel] 
you to celebrate--we're sure you'll pull 
through! Remember: T.M.A.I.D.t.YH., 
A.Y.N.G.A.y'!! Love, c.A. and Merry 
To Mike Conehead: How about some 
mashed potatoes or some Jello? I will 
love you forever! Red lights, making, oh 
my God, pretending, poking, and being 
with you always. Love, your little 
teacher. • • 
• • To Maureen Goode at Shea: Hello,how Nancy~-Be careful not to run into any 
:AdtoreGdGSJoIIows: : are you? From Jimmy from Milton. , frisbee players on the beach this 
ride. It's been real. Akanita'. 
• • Typist; proofreader will type 
• .. manuscripts and papers at reasonableD.C ... Thanks for the-card,what can I summer. We may getto Virginia yetl The 
: •• _____ --____ ~ ______________________________________________ ~: ~ra-t-e-s.-L-o_c.a-l-n~0~.-29-4-:-81-1-7 •.. --~-ny-t_im_._e.~ ___ s_,a_y_?_L_e_t_'s_g_O_o_u_t_s_o.m.e_tJ.·m_e_._M __ e ______ ~R~e-d_S_k-i-n_. __ ------------------~ 
• 1---================1 C~«~yo\ur~bservat?~ll :~--------:-------.:-~:.." -.....;.-r---:...;.;---.;...-------1t!' '. -h 
i,-·~~~~~~~~~~: ~u~a~~-9~ue~ckarn~t 
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i ~ ... ""~ .. .....,. i The sky's the limit! 
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This letter is· to announce an 
organizational meeting for an AII-
Campus Spring Spruce-up which 
has been set for Friday, April 29 and 
Saturday April 30_ The Spruce-up 
will consist of: 
*Painting classrooms in the second 
floor of Boyden Hall. 
*Re~seeding the lawn area infront of 
Boyden Hall. 
*A general campus trash pick-up. 
The Office of the President has 
assured me that every thing from 
paint to trash bags can be supplied, 
all we need is the student power. 
H your group would be interested 
in planning this. weekend, please 
attend the meeting on Monday, 
April 11th, in the Club and 
organization of the second floor of 
the Student Union Building, at 7:30. 
If you ha\lt? any other questions 
please call me, Sue Lawson at 697-
4609 in the evening, or leave a" 
message at the Comment Office, 
ext., 260. 
Hope to hear from you, 
Sue 
Fair Teaching?, 
my learning center (a requirement 
of the course). I looked over the 
evaluation and didn't understand 
one of the marks. After class I 
questioned my professor about the 
mark. He himself wasn't sure of the 
reason, but said I must have done 
something wrong in my present-
ation. I accepted this, but 
questioned the fact that my mark 
should have been brought down so 
. much. I said that I didn't think that 
this was fair, and asked for a reason. 
At this. my professor told me the 
mark should of been lower. (This 
was hm.\.' he avoided an!.-' an.c;W€L) 
He then turned and walked away, 
saying very sarcasticall~\ "Well we 
disagree", and implying it's my 
tough luck, which of course it is. 
What bothers me about this 
whole incident· is all semester this 
professor has preached about 
fairness with students, and how we 
should listen to their problems, and 
above all we should never use our 
status as teachers to over ride 
students or put them down. Before 
this I had respect for this professor, 
but now I am disillusioned and 
disappointed. Wouldn't it be more 
fitting to practice what you preach? 
A disappointed student 
Stolen Art··}· 
To the College Community: 
On Wednesday, April 20, a 
sculpture was removed from the 
lawn of the-Art building. In the early 
morning a pack of individuals 
transported the piece to the area of 
Great Hill and destroyed it. Laying 
aside personal and aesthetic 
estimation, the piece was my private 
property, it's destruction by a 
gutless few will not deter instaIJation 
of sculpture on the lawn of the Art 
building. 
Ren Norton 
92 Gilder Rd. 
Gray Gables, MA 02532 
Class of 78 
Any question qf the validity of the 
facts presented may be directed to 
the Art Dept., Prof. John Heller 
To the Class of '78: 
I would like 10 thank everyone 
who voted in the elections held last' 
Wednesday and especially thank 
you who helped to elect me. I 
As president of our class I hope to 
make our senior year. a great and 
memorable one. I would like to hear 
from you--to get your ideas and 
suggestions so that we can plan the 
kind of year that you want. 
Looking forward to a great year, 
Lynne Borski 
Grand 0 
Women's High Fdshi~n 
hirochi wooden sandals 
crepe pl'otforms leather 
onkle ties clogs 
age oe 
Center of West Bridgewate 
Mon., 
T 
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English Farces 
,The Bridgewater state College 
Ensemble 1'heatre will present an 
evening of English Farces on May 
5,6,7, and 8, 1977. at 8:00.p.m. in 
the BSt Auditorium. The evening 
entails two hilarious one-act plays. 
THE REAL INSPECTOR 
, HOUND, by Tom Stoppard, is a 
play within a play introducing 
Lady Cynthia Muldoon, her 
girlfriend guest Felicity 
. r.:unningham, and the third 
,member of the triangle, Simon 
Gascoyne. The fun with conf~sion 
of identity begins when Inspector 
zhound arrives and investigates 
the unusual side-splitting 
murders. Playwright Stoppard 
also wrote the Tony Award 
winning TRAVESTIES. 
, Harold'(llob O'Haver; poi~ting) gives Brindley a piece of his mind. Left, Jill Cohen. Right, Jeff 
Entwistle., From BLACK COMEDY.- . . ~ 
Gutrageously funny play opens 
with a dark stage (which is light to 
the characters) and then blows a 
:h:lse, throwing them .. aU into the 
dark (which is light to' the 
audience)., It deals with a unique 
combination of individuals in a 
strange household, and the· zany 
events that take place in the dark. 
The cast includes Judi 
Bergeron,IDonna Borges, Donald 
Capen, Jeffrey Entwistle, David 
Finlay, Helen' Gallagher, Brian 
Hall, Jane Laffey, Steve. Martin, 
Ton y Mas t r 0 ri IIi , Jo s 'e p h 
Mullaney, DenyceMusial, David 
Nadell, Bob O'Haver, anf Richard 
Pacheco. Stage Manager is 
Sandra Ross. Tickets" can be 
reserved or purchased across, 
from the Bookstore at $1.50 for 
students and st~ff, $2.50· for" aIr 
others. Buy now! 
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TheArts~ James Taylor to play in Brockton 
T. -V. Trance 
by Maura Curley Bostdorf 
At this year's Academy Award: 
the film Network reaped foul 
awards including those for besi 
actor and actress. Judging not onl~ 
from these prestigious honors, bUl 
also from the unusually long lines a1 
the box office, it seems that this filrr 
venture was an extremel!. 
successful one. 
Not only does the film decry the 
unscrupulous ness of the televisior 
industry's hierarchy who likE 
voracious animals scramble 
hungrily for higher rating points: anc 
ajso bemoan the entire corporatE 
structure of our galaxy, but more 
importantly (I think anywaJ,r) i1 
points the finger at .all of us--naiVE 
persons that we are--who have beer 
watching and believing for decades. 
the things we see on the televisior 
screen! 
The television audience in thE 
movie is told by a 'rather mad 
prophet of doom' that it hascome to 
believe all the illusions of television--
(that Kojak always gets the crook .. 
. that no one at Archie Bunker's 
house ever gets cancer, etc.) and 
that these illusions have become 
i their- ve13rrealities~, that' th~ 
television counterparts. The TV 
audience in the movie is urged to put 
an end to the network's fabulous 
facade and shout and shout from 
their windows, "I'm mad as hell, and 
I'm not going to take it anymore!!!" 
Needless to say, .the desperate 
pleas to the TV audience in the 
movie and the audience's reaction 
to them have all the elements of a 
magnificent melodrama--super B 
theatrical fare, guaranteed to 
arouse the sensitivities of even the 
most stolid observer. The reality of 
present day statistics, however, 
may be even more overwhelming. 
The'reare currently more TV sets 
than people in the United States. 
Hundreds of thousands depend on 
the 'TV set· 'as their sale source of 
world. informatiQn, with only 6 . per 
ceIlt ..... of .the populace ... steadily 
feadinR book~ and. 15 per cent 
r~din9ne~spapet's!a~a9Serln9 25 
.' C?four . p()l;)ulation,"i~. 
and safeguarding agamst boredom! 
[t has also however, separated 
spouses, seduced innocen1 
child-ren, and sabotaged· imago 
ination. It is a known fact tnat man!. 
people plan' their life schedule~! 
around the TV Guide, juggling dates 
and times to not interfere with their 
favorite TV shows, that the 
television is listed among the top 
three treasured possessions in the 
American household, more 
important even than the hallowed 
family Bible or very necessary 
- washing machine. 
It is becoming increasingly 
apparent that there is a whole nev" 
class of people that are indeed 
addicted to television. TheSE 
TVholics like compulsive eaters: 
alcoholics and drug abusers cannot 
get along without large dosages at 
their addiction. These people haVE 
been known to sit in front of a 
television and watch everything and 
anything, becoming mesmerized bJ, 
the shapes and sounds emanatinc 
from the screen. Unlike aIcoholis; 
and drug abuse,the-physica' 
deterioration of the TV Trance iE 
minimaI--but the mental erosion i~ 
great. Victims, after becominc 
qddicted. can no longer l09icall~ 
world through which the},. 
vicariously live their hopes anc 
fears, joys and sorrows. For thi~ 
reason many actors and actresses 
unwittingly are prey for the 
disillusioned husband or wife who 
cannot comprehend theuns~ript­
like nature of his/her marriage. 
Children, likewise, deem 
themselves soCial outcasts because 
their daily scenarios differ 
extraordinarily from. that of the 
characters of Happy Days or The 
Waltons. 
:TV addiction is no longer a myth, 
but must be regarded as a severe 
threat to' the. individllal . dignity of 
men, women.· and children. Like. 
mos! people hooked on something, 
sufferers of. the T~. Trance seldom 
realize. that. they are. . addicted~·or . 
.heading for addiction ... There are l 
however, some indications , for 
example: . 
1. . D,o you spendthtee hours or 
.,- .. ad~Y:~n .. ...... ,the.TV 
3. Do you consume large amounts 
of food and drink (beer, soda, chips, 
popcorn) while watching TV and 
then not remember eating or 
drinking as much as you did? 
4. Do you. find yourself thinking 
about characters in a TV series' 
problems "after hours" when the 
show is off the air--or become' so 
emotionally involved in their plight 
that you have to leave the room and 
can only bear to take small peeks at 
the TV set to see what's happening? 
S. Do you find yourself switching 
channels compulsively during 
shows to see whether there is 
something 'better' on another 
network? 
6. Do you often have the TV set 
turned on while doing household 
chores, school work, etc. as a kind 
of background music? 
7. Do you, watch television during 
mealtime? 
8. Is your idea of a 'relaxing' evening 
watching TV, rather than visiting 
with friends or reading a good book? 
10. Do you know the order of shows 
M-F, morning, afternoon, and 
evening without consulting a TV 
Guide? 
, 
11. Do you sometimes find yoursel( 
talking back to the TV 
set (answering questions, offering 
opinions, etc.)? 
12. Do you sit closer than three feet 
from the set, although you have no 
problem with your vision? 
13. Do you find yourself often falling , 
asleep in. schcrol, or <;m the job just 
because you ha<;l to"watch jusf one 
more show before surrendering 
yourself to sleep on the previous 
evening? '. 
, . 
James Taylor will play at Brockton High School on May 14 to benifit the 
Brockton Art Center 
, Folk·rock artist James Taylor will 
appear in person for a special 
concert to benefit the Brockton Art 
Center-Fuller Memorial on 
Saturday, May14 , 8 p.m. at the 
BrOckton High School gymnasium. 
As an accomplished vocalist, 
Ive 
c9.tapuited this performer to fame as 
one of 'Lhe leading artists in the 
po?uiar music industry. Since his 
iirst major recordings in the Ja te 
1960's, successful song hits such as 
"Sweet Baby James, "Fire and 
Rain", "Carolina in My ,Mind and 
"You've Got a Friend" have come 
one after another,. 
Tickets for this one ·time 
performance are priced at $6.50. All 
seats are unreserved. Tickets may 
be obtained through outlets at 
Out-oF-Town, jSfrawberries" and 
"Quik Charge" at 426·6210. Tickets 
are available by mail from: Brockton 
Art Center, Oak Street, 
Brockton Ma. 02401. If ordering by 
r01rHfiiDri check or 
anq 30, from 1·9 p.nm. at the 
1 Brocktonl Art Center_ Doors 
lopen to. the r:oncert at 7:15 p.m. 
The iBrocJ:5.ton High School is 
reached by taking Route 24 to exit 
"Mile 30" . onto' Route 123 east. 
The school, is .~':me mil e on the 
right. 
For further info rmation on the 
James. Taylor concer t, call the 




pei tormerS were called back for an 
j. encore, 'for which they tlapeated the 
. ,V9i~e,R&1t~l,feat1!tring ending of "Duetto Buffo dt due 
Mary Heleen and D.onna Gatti." 
w,a~ pre'$enteci or" Both s·ingers are to be 
, , ......... "A-pru.20 in the librarY" ,complimented . Their voices are 
.: JI. '13oth singers lovely and the t:,ecitalwasvery, very 
··'~!?i~~t~~ltbe\per£<;)IIn~nce to their enjoyable. 
·";;m~her$. f.\ccomp·anists were Renee 
;;,::T.he:Y/firsf~~f of ' ,the recital G,inchereau and Joan Knudson. 
r--~~--3~-~~~~~==~=~~~~~~~~&~ ,,~~~~~~=~ ........... . Action' Cenferfor watchi~sthe in: a Iiill;' . Handel arid' . "Pomine" (Grande A :Student Voice Recital was 
box.knownas the television? Mass in.C Minor) by Wolfgang A presented Tuesday, April 26, in the 
WO° m' en "( ,'/ Mozart performed in duet. Donna Library Lecture Hall. The .. '. ... .... ....... . • Ifyouha"e answered (yes' 'to four Kane then performed three pieces performers were: Stephen Gray, 
B .of or more. of these questions, by Johannes Brahms, ~(O Wuesst baritone, singing «Tanto 50spirero" , . . enefit chances are, you, too, are addicted ichdoch d~n Wegzurueck" ("0 (E'er will I sigh) by P. B~nani and to television and suffering from or <;qul~ I but return"), "Botschaftf' "Acushla, .. mydarling" by M.' Tuesday, May 10, 1977 heading towards the TV Trance. ('The Message"), '. and "Verge- Prentice; Judy Murrc;ty,soprano, 
. . 8:00 p.m. ". t Tl.h~tonlY SOtlultio~!S to start today ~~~~ea~~,»$tMaendcHheln". (f"tfutUde performing. ','Come raggiodi Sol" 
St d U · B U' . 0 1ml your e eVlSlon viewing. Be> ,~:" . e - '~r~, "€I~:~.el'l .•. qIQwe. As on the swelling wave") by A. U ent Dlon· a room selecJhl,~ about what '''Y~H(~eEj1~;~~b\"::~c~presti~,~~~~::(~'Ntet a F~aldaro' and ~'AtPartirig " by F. Admission $1.00 curbmg.yourself to twoql:i tlWee:Dt~an}·l,'q~> ~,~@~l,.el> Faure, Mendelssohn, ; . Irene O'Neil,' 
featuring programs a week. If you finditvery'«qh.~nson Triste~' {"A "Song of 'soprano, with "Porgi arnor" ("0 
difficult to 'do, take out the lVs Sorrow"); and·· "Les Fillesse de Love") by W. Moz~tand "Apres Jim'Monahan picture tube and put an outoforder CadixH f':[he Girls ofCadix")by Un Reve"by. G. Faurt;Arm arie 
Kar.en T. ob' 'I-n sign on the set. Get involved in LeoDelibes.·· .../' 'ioung singing "En Priere'" '("In 
outdoor events--spectato,ror . After a: briefintermissionr 'M~ry Prayer") by G. Faui':eand "The Dennis Blanchard competitive sports. Reacquaint Heleen tetu~ned to perfdrm"When Lones,ome Dove"byK, Weilh Ruth 
_ yourself with your family--spendan I 'fas One and Twenty" by'Charl~s . Lambiase, sopran'o, performing "Se 
Marita' Bizinka~skas evening with your mother,. father, , Glbbs,"1;'heNulJ TakestheVeiI"byl tu'm'ami;.s.e sospiri"f'Ifthou lev'st 
L - S' h . bro~hers; sisters, or aunt, just· Sam,~el Barber, an~ "The· Green me") by g. Perg61e~iand "Y-eB~mks lZ mit and Lyn Marzilli talkmg, or indulge in aletterwriting i - Dog by Herbert Kmgsley. Donna .and Braes; Jeffrey 'Entwistle, tenor Ma.rk M.ieke and'" W.l·ck campaign catching up on 'Iong Kane then s,~ng"Songs~yMother withf'Die Loturblume"("1be'Lotus: 
. overdue correspondence~~people Taught Me . by Antorun Dvorak, . flower"} by K Schumann and' 
Nancy McGrath and June ·Zdon you've ignored while being chained "The Blac.kSwan" 0 by Gian-Carlo (·'Shenandoah."·· . 
All d . to your TV set. . . . Menotti, and ~'Brother .WiIl, Brother. Th~ recital was quite good.>Oniy I 
procee s gg to National . Organation for Whatever you do start tuning (n<L' J?hd' .. by> John Sac~o.· The· fimil t"he ,nervousness' oftheperfortners 
. WQmen's March for the passage of the Equal Rights compulsive indiscdminate TV pIece, wench theaudlenceslaemed· detracted from the quality. Much 
Amendment. , ' viewing and start tuning in'to the t<;>enjoy gr~,~t~y, wa~ "I)uetto Buffo . ·'praiselshouiclgegiven.t6 Dr. 





by Karen Tobin 
The Afro-American Society 
Jresented its annual talent show on 
fuesday, april 19th in the S.U. 
l\uditorium_ Singers, dancers, and 
l'lusicians were included, along with 
50me acts not quite so easily 
jefined! Introducing the performers 
..vere Vanessa Wilson and Christene 
~ommes_ 
Singers included Nancy Blair, 
singing "Willkommen" from 
Cabaret and "Don't Rain On My 
Parade," Daphne Gibsen, 
performing "If You Dont's Believe,". 
Vanessa Wilson with "Killing Me 
Softly" and "Neither One of Us," 
Christene Gommes singing "Still 
Yours," Ann Young, with "Maybe 
This Time," from Cabaret and 
My/an, performing a Vietnamese 
loue song. Singer/guitarists included 
Buddy Butler and Peter Rodriqu: 8S 
performing "Blue Sky". Buddy 
Butler, Peter Rodriqu 2S and Brent 
Nason, with "Cowgirl in the Sand," 
Buddy Butler and Brent Nason, 
"Shanty". George Hartley with an 
original, "Hitchhiker's Fantasy". 
Susan Hoyle, performing "Heart 
like a Wheel," and a sing along with 
Lee Atlas's "B.S.C. Theme". There 
was a song-and-dance arrangement 
of "Always There," by Robin Smith, 
Rose Dias and Christene Gommes . 
Some of the more unusual music J 
performances included "I'm 
Looking Over a Four-Leaf Clover", 
by Rick Noble and John Flynn, who 
were wearing Groucho glasses. 
noses, etc. and where accompani-
l11ent consisted of one playing the 
other's head. Artie Caponi, playins 
"Somewhere Over The Rainbow" 
on his harmonica, "Yankee and her 
Doodles", Richard Jones, whc 
played music which consisted 0: 
computer patterns, and Pete} 
Rodriquies, Brent Nason, and Artie 
Caponi, who, under the mane of 
"The Backstage Bathroom Band" 
performed a guitar/harmonica! 
vocal original "No Toilet Paper i~ 
the Backstage Bathroon Blues." 
There was only one act that could 
strictly be called "dance" in this 
year's show. Barbara, Samali, Claire 
and Sally performed an African 
dance. It would be interesting to see 
more dancing in next years how! 
There are a few acts which don't 
really fit into any categories. They 
include Rose, Robin, Janey and 
Sally, with their rendition of "Who 
Wear Short Shorts", a rather 
different version of the "How Do 
Y au Spell Relief?" commercials and 
some opinions of BSC's own 
Barbarino. 
The cast and organizers of the 
Afro-Am Talent Show should be 
congratulated for their fine show. 
An Evening with Gershwin 
bv Karen Tobin 
"An Evening with George 
Gershwin" was presented last 
Thursday in the Library Lecture 
Hall. The basis for the program was 
The George Gershwin Songbook, 
the songs· for' which were selected 
by Gershwin himself. Vocal 
arrangements were included for 18 
songs, as well as Gershwin's favorite 
piano arrange ments for each. 
Laurie Cote introduced the 
program and the singers gav<? 
background information on 
'voC~I performances W~,sl~;ff;·.",~~n~y: 
Santos. ' . 
The first piece, "Rialto Ripples" 
was one that did not appear in the 
songbook. This was Gershwin's first 
piano. ,so.lo composition; written in 
1916, and was offered in order to 
show how greatly Gershwin's 
writing improved over the next few 
years. . 
"Swanee" was written in 1919 for 
Capitol Review, a very unsuccessfull 
musical. The song was saved, 
however, when AI Jolson, heard it, 
liked it,. used it in his own show 
Sin bad and recorded it. The 
recording sold 2.5 billion copies. 
Thursday night's performer was 
Joseph Mullaney. Joe's vocal was 
followed by the piano 50\0, which 
Gershwin arranged in 1932. 
"Nobody Buut You," from 1919's 
La La Lucille was performed by 
Renee Ginchereau. Margaret 
Thayer sang, ''I'll Build A Stairway 
to Paradise" from The George 
White Scondals of 1922. 
A perfect ex.<.>n-.ph.,. (){ IlK, c\oub\" 
"songwas' 
performed by Nancy Blair. 
"Fascinating Rhythm" and "Oh 
Lady Be Good" from Lady Be Good 
were perform<:j!d as piano solos by 
Laurie Cote. These two solos were 
followed by Diane Smiley who 
performed "Somebody Loves Me" 
from The George White Scandals of 
1924. 
Tiptoes, a 1925 musical, provided 
H1e next songs: a piano solo of 
"Sweet and Low Down" and Susan 
Hoyle's rendition of "That Certain 
Feeling." 
The classic popular ballad;'..{'The 
Ma,n r Love" was performed by 
Marilyn Levine, followed by its piano 
solo and the piano accompaniment 
xxxxx arrangement of "Clap Yo' 
Hands" from OK. Next, "Do, Do, 
Do'" was sung by Suzanne 
Williamson, followed by by four 
piano solos, "My One and Only" 
and "S'Wonderful" hom Funny 
Foce. "StTike Up the Band" hom. 
\ \,~(~ 11-\\.\~-i.\C_;"I.\ l.\ \ \"\P s':''IIrc~<~ n.,-)o,~ ... \(:~. i:l\'\.d 
order. 'we' a 
fina1ei" according to Laurie Cote. 
"Who Cares" performed by Debbie, 
O'Conhor, is from. Of Theel Sing, 
the Pulitzer PrizerWinningn'llJsical 
which was Gershwin's last success. 
Cheryl Potvin ended the program 
with "I Got Rhythm" from Girl 
Crazy. ' 
"An Evening with Gershwin" was 
an enjoyable program and gave an 
interesting view of Gershwin and his 
music. 
"It's the only place I'll drink at north 
of the Mason-Dixon line." 
* ANTIPASTO'S 
* GREEK SALAD 
* CARAFE'S OF WINE 
13" ITALIAN PIZZA'S 
FROM AN' EXCLUSIVE 
SICILIANO FAMILY RECIPE 
The Genova Cafe 
corner of Main. & Crescent Streets 
Dow·ntown Brockton 
588-6615 orders to 9Q 
orders ,to go: call ~88 .. 6615 
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t)6VID ("/JY'1'O/.l-ThC""",<'ls-)'t-,,~_r"'Cr4.."-"/~JC' ,1,Ii'7H 
f!. '.. c. '. I.; fl r f!. I L , I . 
by Gil Bliss . 
The S.U. Program Committee 
presented Blood Sweat and Tears 
as this years spi:ing concert, and 
struck upon that difficult 
combination an artistically 
, relevant group, and a group that 
passed the ESC recognition factor) 
i.e. a band that plays for less than 
$25.000 that the populace has heard 
about. '\ 
To open tne show, T om Parks, a 
popular comedian on the college 
ciruit, discoursed for. about· a half 
hour onjokes that would be funny to 
a college audience, but would not go 
over anywhere else. Despite his 
seemingly limited repertoire, I had 
never recognized the ramifications 
of our infirmary's strategic location 
beneath Tilly cafeteria. 
BS& T put on a good show to their 
credit, but besides recently reunited 
lead singer David Clayton-Thomas, 
there are no other original members 
of the group that promoted jazz 
rock about ten years ago.-' 
The present combo are members 
that blended in as original members 
left, held together by leader. David 
Borgeron . (one of the early 
. replacements). 
They opened with an instru-
mental, befor·e Clayton-Thomas 
appearance. His opf'!ning number 
was "Applause", a Janis Ian song, 
foll owed by" Hooray for 
Ho.llywood". The crowd (near 
c:::apacity for a change) eagerly 
> '. ::, - •• ~': : : " •• ,; , 'I' ': : . ,,-'~ , ~' -- ' ".'," '".: 
awaiting an oldie"\xlere,s~~ed~lih:~' 
this bands rendition of Hi.D~-Ho. 
From here on in, it was a mixture 
of jazz solos and old tunes to keep 
the predominantly jazz Ignorant 
crowd happy. For the record: 
, "Spinning Whee!", "God Bless the 
Child", "Lucretia McEvil", and "And 
When I Die". 
The latter was the losing number, 
but the best piece of the night was . 
the instrumental improvisation on 
Lucretia, which. featured virtuoso' 
$0105 by all the members of the horn 
section, as well as keyboard man 
Larry Willis. . 
ft was my impression that 
although· the men in the horn 
'section had impeccable credentials, 
together they didn't have that tight 
ensemble sound that made the 
!.)riginal group so districtive. 
For the obiligatory encore, the band 
made a vain --attempt to get the 
audience dancing, but they didn't 
-realize that Bridgewater audiences 
come glued to their seats, They 
finished off with "You've Made Me 
So Very Happy", and called it a day. 
Unfortunately, when a band does 
the same material over and. over, 
they need some sort of audience 
response (empathy?) to' spark an 
interest in ",them. I've rarely seen a' 
Bridgewater audience with the 
ability to do that, they sit in their 
seats waiting to be entertained. As a . 
result, most concerts I see here , 
tend to be an the disappointing side. 
Study Art 
in Europe 
The Art Department and the 
Division of Continuing Education of 
Bridgewater State College will offer 
an Art. History Workshop. this 
summer. The Workshop will begin 
with . preparatory class meetings 
here at Bridgewater in June, which 
will be followed by visits to museums 
and' historical sites in London, 
Amsterdam, and Paris. Included in 
the itinerary are the West End, 
Buckingham Palace, the National 
Gallery, the British Mu~eum, the 
Tate Gallery, the Rijkrnuseum, the 
Van Gogh Museum, Haarlem and 
• ' 'J 
the Frans Hals Museum, Delft, The 
Hague, the Mauritshuis, The 
Louvre, the Rodin Museum, Cluny, 
Versailles, and Chartres. 
Six graduate or undergraduate 
credits are offered for the 
Workshop. Tuition is $150.00 for 
credit or$108.00 for audit. Travel 
costs are $1065.00 per person, 
double occupancy. Deadline to 
register for the program is May 9, 
For more information, contact Prof. 
Joan Hausrath in the Art 
Department (x 249). 
'~''''-
",' 
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FEST! 
Sponsored by 
Students for a 
Better BSe 
On Saturday, May 7, Students 
For a Better Bse will proudly 
present the First Annual 
SPRINGFEST. This is the second 
event the group has undertaken to 
" sponsor and produce without any 
guaranteed success. Last October 
17, Students For a Better BSC 
presented OCTOBERFEST with 
Ben Blake providing the 
2ntertainment. The - cost was 
minimal at $3.00 with all the ice cold 
beer drinkable from noon to six. An 
estimated five hundred satisfied 
people attended and had, what was 
described as one of the best serial 
events to ever take place in 
Bridgewater. 
full kegs, surely enough to· keep 
everybody buzzed for the entire 
day. 
Not only will there be music for 
everyone's entertainment, but there' 
will also be softball, football, 
frisbees i~the field; wet tee-shirt and 
underwear contest, g'oldfish 
swallOwing, and-much, much, more. 
The totaJ cost for this much-
needed event is only $3.00. Limited 
tickets are now available, 
-so if you haven't 
purchased one yet, hurry! Tickets 
can be obtained in front of the 
Student Union and in rooms 223 
and 220 at Scott Hall. If you had a 
good time at the OKTOBERFEST 
don't miss the SJ>RINGFEST.. Rebounding off the highly 
successful OK TOBERFEST, 
Students for a Better BSC are now . 
planning the First Annual 
SPRINGFEST. This extravaganza 
will feature two live bands: Mitch 
Chakour and the Mission Band and 
the popular Cape Cod band SprUCE; 
The thirty kegs that were used to 
quench the thirst of the happy 
crowd, will be upped to a mere sixty 
This event will be held at the 
spacious "Lenox ·Iike" Leaches' 
Grove. It is one and a half miles 
down route 18 heading towards 
Middleboro. Don't miss the event.o~ 
the season. See you at the 
SPRINGFEST! 
.Mike Chakour of the Mission Band will come to 
BSC 
.... ~. ". - ". "'. 
" :r--
e:V~NT A ",..D / ,' . .B u z.:z' // YO'U 
W.()N J!.-[ WAN-rTo mlS~ 
SAlurd "y, mA'I 7-. 
LeA c.n. esGrove 
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Children's Physical Developmental Clinic 
Positions are open for students in: 
--Health and Physical Educati9n --Early Childhood Education 
--Special Education "--Psycholog!.~ 
~eadIine for applications is Frida~', May 13 
If you are interested in helping to improve a spec:al needs chEd'::; self. 
est~em ~nd p~ysica! development. then ,,'cu are interested ir: the 
ChIldren s PhysIcal Developmental Clinic at Bridgewater State 
T~e Clinic, in operation since 1974, is del..'oted to the im;Jro-,,:emer:t of 
the 'total fitness" of children ranging from 18 momhs -
age with physical, mental, and emotional impairments or dlS,aQill!:€S, 
C~inic ~rogra~ consists of such activit::, areas as 
stImulatIOn, physical fitness developmem, IT:c;tor sk:Hs, 
fundamental motor skills, individual and GroU;] sr~lT' <,:l'j-:;;;; ",p"'; 
swimming skills, ~ , l-'-" ,~'" ,-~- ~ .• o".; 
Clinicians work on a one to one basis with a special r:eeds child nine 
Saturday mornings each each semester, and are 
ass.essing. the child's needs i3-nd for developing an DWQrarr 
whlc~ wI!,1 ~opefully remediate deficient areas. This clir:ic·ii.m-~hi;c 
relationshIp IS a very beneficial and rewarding experience fO'!" all inl:oh,ec, 
The sense of accomplishmem relayed through sm.iles an:::: 
tha~~ful handshakes, somehm.J,.' seem to make i: ~\.:orthwhile. ip 
addItion to this gratifying feeling, the clinician receives ',:a~:.:a::-,:e !rainine 
which aids in the development of professiona~ skIEs and :ha~ 
will assist teachers in acquiring j~bs in their reiated fie!::::::.. 
If you ar are interested in becoming involved in thls !Hlii]!!f' ';;·"TiP"~P".-P 
and want further information, applications and 
obtained from Dr. Huber in Room 103 or d:e main office of the 
Education Dept. In the Kelly Gymnasium. 




Representative Flynn speaks to clinicians 
by Dave Wilson 
" . f cr' D' Th Children's Physical Physical Education, Special 
Massachusetts State Senator the superVISion 0 mlc Irectors 0 10 mental Clinic is a Education, Psychology, or Early 
Robert McCarthy and State ~rh Jose~h ,~uber and Professor co~~unfty service of Bridgewater Childhood Education is assigned to 
Representative Peter Y. ,Flynn o"anne ~I:" " State College for special needs the child and works With him 
recently visited the Children'p The Chmc IS certal,nly, a very ch'ldren ei hteen months through throughout the program. 
Physical Developmental Clinic at impressive and worthwhIle program . It 9 of age There There are presently seventy· five 
f . I d h"ld "said SIX een years· . . . .. , Bridgewater State College to or specla nee SCI ren, . t ly s'lxty five children student chmclans workmg In the Cb 
, , S M C th h b d apprm{1ma e' , H b- d" observe the Chmc's programs enator c ar y as eo serve II d • Ie program. Dr. u er an 
, 'h' 't' . " d I nowenro e . . b h be f which are deSIgned to help speCIal t e actlVl les m progress, an Two -nine.week sessions are Professor Smith, ot mem rs 0 
needs children with phYSical commend the student volunteers d t d d "g the school year-- the Department of Health and 
" d f I d' t f th' ff t con uc e unn " h C 11 emotional and neurological an acu ty trec ors or eire. or s " the lall and one PhYSIcal EducatIon at teo ege, 
.! ,,'" hi" one seSSIon mi. , , I I handIcaps Improve' their phYSical m helpmg t ese young peop e.. .,. th pn'ng The Chmc arrange a specla ecture program 
R t' Fl t ld th session 10 e s . I' , . . t h C\' . skill and social development. epresenta we ynn 0 eft hours on Saturday for the c InlClan s pnor 0 eac Imc 
d I, , , th t h h meets or wo h' h th . 't Thel two lawmakers toured the stu ent C InIClanS a e s ares , session to w IC ey mVI e K~lly 'Gymnasium and Pool their interes~ in. special nee~s m~~~hg~hild who comes into the professionals from ~eJds re~ated to 
Complex on the BSC Campus children and IS acttvely engaged m ct." aluated and an the source care of handtcapped 
, 1 '1' . th t "I mlc IS ev . h th' f' I where the Clinic sessions are held supportmg egIS abon In a area, , d' 'd 'II cn'bed program of ,chlldren to s are elr pro esslona 
. , ., d' d fl' b m IV! ua y pres '1 d d ' on Saturday mornm.gs and watched thmk you re omg a won er u )0 d I t activities for that chIld know e ge an experIence. 
medicine, psychology, and 
education. 
On the day of Senator McCarthy 
and Representative Flynn's visit, the 
guest lecturer was ,Ms. Lillian Viera, 
a registered nurse who works with 
the Brockton Multi~Service Center. 
Ms. Viera discussed the topic of 
"deaHng effectively with parents of 
special needs children." 
For more information on the 
Clinic, call or write Dr. Joseph 
Huber, Department of Health and 
Physical Education, Bridgewater 
State College, Bridgewater, MA 
02324. Tel. 697·8321) ext. 287 or 
275, 
the children engag~ in various" here, I'm sure the children and their . e~e ?pm~n A BSC student clinician The lecture series has involved 
d;elopmentall activities Qssisted by ~ parents appreciate it, ',I Repre~ lI:m::~~e ~<!)Jil!lj.ll in tJdealtlnll ood~ .. ,pr0~~~~: t~rr:. ! re ~~~; ff : ~ ~ : ~ 
st d~f1t dihtOiaA~ wl1<J W~Mbhtl~!: ~ !$!l!~~"ll~~ f!~1t1~~~:::: :::.!!.: IL:.t~U4'~ U uH n II 1il,,:,11 Ii'UU ~ Ii II U U au ~ 
! , t ~ f.lf If" ~ l • l! ~ I I." I ! f U ~ a _ 1I ! • ",'" " " ... '" '. " 
'. I 
! 
b II Evens ecord 
,o'.,vn on 
22th with a 2·0 record .' In (Jr.e a s,i}.; nm second inning off of Glenn 
r";"'''~''Q'''+'''.'''' ga'~'e Boston State 5 9·1 win 
as Chattenon picked up his first loss against 
t\1I.'O 'W-!!":S, The second game was even worse!' 
watched the Red Sox give up 
ru:-'t5 in one inning against the 
Hopscotch Marathon Set 
the top of the 
seventh on 9 hits. Boston 23-5. The 
bright spot of the game came in the first inning 
when cat<rher Paul Godino hit a grand slam 
home run that gave BSe a short -lived 
4-2 lead. John Kurley was tagged with the 
loss; but in all fairness,anypne who dared to ' 
pitch the baH in this game was and would have 
been hit hard by Boston . The Bears were 5-5 on the season the worst was not over 
yet! ,~ 
innings before giving up a single. 
"Chat" gave up two hits in the ~ pitched very well to win the 4-0 sh_ In the second game both . • . ,... ' .. ", pItchers were wild but BSC~s John Kurle y 
was stroked to an earlg 3-2 leadad he ~ev~r 
relinquished. Bridgewater bats came ahve:Jn 
the final three innings for an 11·3 yictory. Wlth 
the sweep the Bears record jumped backlo 
the 50G mark at 7-7. 
AROUND THE BASES .... Bse travelled to Framingham State for two games on Saturday, April 16th. The Rams had a 3-1 win-loss record, ana they would ,"~The Bears' next gameis this Friday, April make it 5-1 before the day was over. Dan 29th' again~t ", the, Univ~rsity . of '. LowelL Beksha suffered his first loss of the season WBUV1"-FM Will broadcastbasebaU for the against t 1.,llO wins when he aUo wedt he' 'first time with'coverageofthesame~artimng Rams six runs in the second inning. 'Doug ati:OO p.m. " " ." . Mildram gave up two more second iruiing ~,.Jim ehi avaroli asked me to men,t Ion funs as Framinghan went on to that he's eleven pounds overweight; and since embarrass Bridgewater 11-2. In game ... he's a lot bigger than l am., I told him his wish two, BSe jumped out to a 6-0 lead on a couple would be granted. . of wild pitches, a Paul Godino run scoring If you could have seen the look on Glenn double, and a John Bogannan two-run homer Chatteron's face afte he gave up the first hit, to center field. Joe 0 'Halloran gave up 3 to E., Naz in the sixth inning! runs in the 5th inning after pitching one hit henever an announcer(says something like baseball over the flrst four. But the Bears "Cheevers has a shutout going" someone on were in command until the bottom of the the other team scores a goal; or 'when Ric k seventh. An error by second baseman Steve Wise has a no hitter with two outs in the Gallant allowed two- runs to score and a run bottom of the ninth, Dick Stockton scoring singtetled the game at six apiece. said,"'Wise is within one out of pitching a no That ~t the stage for D.H. Chris Lynch, who , hittedn:· BANG 1 Mitwaulkee's Ge orge Scott . battedwitb runners at fjrst and third .. Lynch hit a.'tater', So I had been braodcasting this promptly put the ball. in deep right center field game into my tape recorder and "Chat" knew and touched an four bases 'with a game it. So that when this announcer went over to winning home run. The Bears came home the Bears dugout after that hit I received a with a 9-7 loss and a 5-.7 win 10 ss look of 'you did it you told them I had a no record. While the second game wasgoingon, hitter, didn't you'. In order to avoid being Thre next Bears game wason Patriots chased all aroung the town and probably Day, Monday, April 18th and in the spirit of drown· ed in Wal1aston Beach, I quickly the day. the Bears swept the,double-header blurted ou t;' Gless thatIhad run out \A.~th Eastern Nazarene College. T::he firs. t . in the --6th inning and had actually said game was all Glenn Chatterton, who held nothing at all. Whew! That was close .... 
BROCKTON PROFESSIONAL 
. SCHOOL OF 
. BARTENDING 
complete mixology instruction 
learn this profitable and exciting trade! 
limited class size 
Licensed by the Commonwealth of Mass . 
. Department of Education 
call 588-3146 
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Patriot'.s Day Marathon 
by JoAnn Merzigian 
A Patriots Day Marathon was held 
Tuesday, April 19th, at 11;00 an to benefitthe 
Heart Association sponsored by the Political 
Science and Physical Education 
Organizations. Each entry paid 50 cents in 
order to compete in the three mile course,. Of 
the approximately fifty entries, the MArathon 
Man turned out to be freshman Jim Kane, a 
resident of Durgin Hall at the Great . HIlI 
Dorm. 
Jim, originally from Braintree, Ma., is a 
1976 gra9uate of Miami Palmetto High 
School, Miami Florida. Here at BSC, Jim is a 
chemistry major with strong interests lying in 
athletics. Hobbies an'd activities include 
running and skii ng. 
Jim's previous experience in running 
consisted of cross-country track, indoor 
track, and spring track. Although not a 
member of. the sse track team, Jim ran 8-10 
miles daily during the weeks previous to the 
race and will continue to work out for 
paossible future races. 
What would make a person pay to ," run 
three miles? Reasons behindjim's running 
were held" together by a strong interest in 
competition which were rewarded by a 
sweet victory. Jim's interest in competition is 
leading him into serious training for the next 
Boston Marathon. Who knows, maybe the 
Bridgewater Marathon Man will eventually 
become the Boston Marathon Man! 
Best of luck, Jim:; we'll all be watching for 
you! 
A sincere thanks is given to Charlie 
Dahlgren __ ., Jim's [manager, who stuck 
with Jim through-out the training period. 
Thanks Charlie! 
Summer-Work 
Earn 240 a 'week ! 
\ Interviews: 
Friday April' 29, 1977 
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BSC tennis survived three close matches 
last week bringing their years record to 13-0. 
University of Lowell was the first to fall 6-3. 
Bridgewater's Tom Nieva, Bob Harrington, 
Joe Reagan, and Joe McDermott provided 
singles wins~t)Nhile Cobb·Harrington and 
O'Connell-McDefklott edged out three set 
doubles victories. Third doubles- ended with 
Jeff and Joe winning athIiCl settiebr~aker and 
saving four match points! ,~ 
SMU·p?t?~9,·.Jo,.JlJ;:,J~}~an .graciolls 
losers, squ?oT'ldering ,a 9-,-2~fter smgles by 
losing altJ~ ... '€. e'?ou1)~~~~' '. ~~~S;.:Mike:,<;;.obb 
and Joe ~sanearl1 wah' . .., esmatches, 6-
2, 6·3. ~b- .. HarringtQnWqrr"6-1,:i:):1 and 
O'ConnellcMcDermottwon7-S, 6-2. This set 
up the 4~,4 deadlock that ended with Tom 
Nieva-Reagan domil1atingbrother Ken Nieva 
and Greg Herinamoth 6·2, 6-4. The intensity 
of this match resulted in a regrettable pushing 
match betv,leen SMU coach Jac~k 
1. "':-'.~ 
, : ~'.'';~~~~/~~~~ 
were··A-:Mik~ Cobb, Tom Nieva;r'>~b 
Harringtofl;'_ and Joe' Reagan. Inqcitip~, 
Cnbb"Karrington and Reagan-:~n~Fa 
'manag~~qthree Se,\;y~>s~ories. _ .. /~~~tr 
-, Home, -matche$~t11Ia week mcl~<re N<:, 
Tw.r~aay;_~pril.28"at3~OO pm and i\f'6j1ri;@1, 
. Vt3xsityJac;\ltty n:ajch F1Jday, April~~t:2-1~:g, 
pin. C~r#eGheef'9f:l:,y~:r favorite p~~~s~~t"~ 
"tq~y W1_g.?_~~d ~lt the +~~~~ t~t~ .. ~n gef:1~" 
;~-. ,,:' " . -:;,'".1.::, 'J' f.j~ 
Fmal $cor~,"of 'i\lJatch 
'<',;\~"::;> . 








'Bearclsworth and freshman Joe Reagan. An 
official letter of complaint has been filed by 





0-6, 6-3, 1-6 
6-3,6-0 Sr. Mike Cobb prepares to teach Lowell U. how to play tennis. 
B ars Eject ew Co-Captains 
The Bridgewater State College 
Football team recently announced the tri-
captains for the 1977 football season. The 
elected captains are juniors Ray Oberg, Peter 
Baskauskas and Gary Mace. 
Oberg is a six (oot 200 pound outside 
linebacker from Chartley Mass, where be 
attented NortonHlgh School, ex.~elling in 
both Football and track Off the gridiron, 
tr(?a!:,;tllr~r of 
School in Westwood Mass, where he 
distinguished himself in football, basketbaJII, 
and basebalJ. Pete hilS started (or Ih Bears 
every seasson since his freshman year-adn is 
majoring in sp~(;irl educa i-jon, 
Gary;Ma~'e i~ Cl 5'2" 200, .lb.. middle 
linebacker from' Marblehead. Gary was. a 
stellar perforrn er on both the (ootball ilnd 
star performer on huth the football and tracl, 
team: Gary is froll] Marbk!head High,. He is • .1 
phvslcal education rnajor here c~t sse. . 
I't'';';',Af,:';' '~ 
:.;·:.· .. ; .. '~,·;!.'.;', ..... M •. ; ..;.·., .. lhiA~ •.•• ;,~n;~~~'.~~;~_s·®i 
$1C"U't~fAi. ,liAS t®.~rcjs 
. tiAi.lt[h)I&'Cik$, ~w~t ."~;~'*" 
S.I/Q~MS'~~ ~UiA·t .. ilr··$1:~. 
,ertaf·Q'~tiA~.f®r~I/Q~-t(/dl/Q. 
In> ,alb" ..... ~ t~ragi~ .. 
4lJ~C©lWrESlST~~IS J©~Aj1r$5{OW@~T4lJ ©f 
"'~JR~l~'$ .W~Jl-lL "~ff,~l~':Gn~~"~"~WA19~'~ 
8~Qf~~Sta,.t 
';,'" '."'; "'Vi "" ." "'·,1' · ,'j;;,.;!:~.;;;:\.;,;J"i::", .. ;. ;'rl lng' 
':;fu::}~~I:{'j~,'\;~~,::'/,:~h~'}Jf;_,;'l:~1.<' , >, ",', .' 
".e 'lU\l~Bea~"$f'~QtbAn;'te'6m has started spring 
dtiUsfot'~ll students who are ,interested in 
Ipl~ying this fall. The drills are held in the gym 
in 'bad weather and behind the gym in geiod 
weather and are run by thecoachirtg staff .. 
In the past, these workouts would involv~ 
t~~,·\.!J?eks· in pads with fin intersquad 
i·s'c~immage ~ the .end of April however this 
'.yeardup.fo" NCAA nile- which prohibts 
, " 3aU·practicesare 
involve a$ility ,and 
, . ," 
:jnt,erview' with head coach Pete 
" ~tressed the fact that the drills 
~QL1~!nt1ary' qng'any studentVJishing to try 
team ~hould see him in his office'in 
tn:e Ke)1y Gym': ' He stated that these 
· workouts' be'hefit the 'transfer students and . 
, . new students rnostly. It gives the coaches a 
" chance-to evaluate and decide whom to imvite 
• t&eainp in the fall. He noted' the fact. that' all" '_ 
the', players fr6rn the p~eviot.isseason are' 
. iriv?lv~d in some form cif~eeping in shape ' 
. ~.·tr°m - int!alTlt1r~ls·,,··.\~P~ '. ·",arsit)'· 'spOrts to 
· 'att.endirt~ttheworko~ts .. ' ' , " .. ,: '. ,'. :, -
, '!he '~~tilk"are hetd, every' Tuesday and 
Thursday 4:15 t9' 5:00; . ' ."" .',' 
;. -:SEAREfic:TS-lfne'Bea'rsfinished2hdin 
: ;,tn,~·~~t)fe~1jc~.th~'s.~ea$.6nbehihg Nich()1s. '~Col1ege;,1'h~Y'h~da 6--3 rec:otd" the fourth 
wioniTl9 . :season . in ; a raw.:' The '. coaches 
. e~pr~~ed'private doubfs,-iphether thete~m 
: 'wDu,d' wh-(balf,its gam~s. At PI1~tirn~'th~~ 
started 9freshinan. Lo&kJor·theBea~s.t() ~ 
'serlQU:~Fontenders Jar the Conference title 
:next$eason. .). . . . ' 
Only one Bear made the conferenc An~Star 
tearn,: ],il1-ebacker Heruy_: C~erniakfrom 
Holydk:e... - 'i ' , , '.' .' 
SpeCial' salute to all' theseqiors who have 
helped makethefootbanprogr~m one ,of the' 
best in the school... .' . ': .. 
. The' footbaUteamreportsto c:amp A\lgu~t .. 
28 this year a week betoreeveryoneels~ doe~ 
;and opens at home against Mass Maritime' on ' 
Sept. '17.. 
Cheerleaders 
'On April 15, Bridgei.vater State College was 
represented by the following girls in the 
annual ~iddlesex Community College 
c;heer!eading Competition: they were; junior 
'physical ed. major, ana captain Cheryiann 
Vincent; junior Art major, Carla Papasodero. 
5Oph6more Phys. Ed. major, Karen Spencer, 
;;ophomore Phys. Ed. major, Wendy Reed, 
·.·50phomore El. Ed. major, Maurreen Carroll, 
·sophomore Special Ed. major, Jani Ricci, 
sophomore Special Ed. major, Lisa 
BattagJinio, sophomore Art major, Marianne 
~avastano, sophomore Art major, Marianne 
Savastano, sophomore Math major, 
Margaret Cannon. Due to an injured ankle 
Michelle Sirois, junior special Ed. major, was 
not able to go into the competition, but did 
.Nork out with the girls for their four hard 
.Neeks of constant practice. And it was all 
.North it. The Bridgewater State girls brought 
home a beautiful, blue and gold FIRST 
PLACE trophy. Their non·stop, four minute 
:ompetition cheer consisted of four mounts, 
different gymnastic skills, splits and ju ps, and 
various dance moves. They were judged on 
:Jriginality, precision, enthusiasm, 
personality, and gymnastic skills. One of the 
five judges gave the, girls a perfect score qf 
100, first time in the history of the 
competition. The final score that they 
received was 480 points, only 20 points away 
from a perfect 500. These B.S.C. 
cheerleaders competed against ofther State 
and Community colleges in Massachust?tts. 
Their toughest competition was Salem StatE 
and Boston State, but Bridgewater StatE 
College came out on top,. with Middlesex 
Community College receiving second place, 
. and Salem State receiving third. This was not 
the first trophy that the B.S.C. girls have 
brought home. In 1975 it was a frist place 
trophy, in 1976 it was third place, andnow, in 
1'977 the girls are' first again. 
, Congratulations! This was the highlight of a 
long yepr, cheering for two seasons, football 
and basketball, and then competition. Also, 
congratulations to Cherylann Vincent and 
Carla Papasodero, two B.S.C c.h~e!"!e::!8.~~~, 
Take 
who will be cheering for the New England 
Patriots this coming season. (also Jodi 
Nelson, freshmen Theater major). 
In closing the girls are hoping that other, 
freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors, 
will tryout for the B.S.c. squads. All are 
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welcome. Tryouts start April 19th to april 
25th. Positions are open on both squads. If 
you are unable to tryout at this time, anothcl 
tryout will be held this coming Fall, prior to 
football season. It is an exciting and 
worthwhile experience. 
LaCrosse Falls to UNH, Brown 
It's been an uphill battle so far for the 
lacrosse team. Three matches into the season 
and the varsity squad has yet to break the,ice 
and c wit 
fOr box seats}. 1::Se;arsde:tenJse 
Kathy'· Parker grabbed the ball off the game -
opening draw and gave _Bridgewater a 
lightening quick1·01e;;\d; Second home Linda 
Quintiliani scored twice and third home Mary 
"Miss WRA" Kelleher scored once before the 
half, but Bru\AJn CatTle 'up VJith 4. goals 
away With a . . 
Juni()r St. Onge, the Bears novice 
netmindef. recorded 13 saves. 
Bridgewater's next opponeI;1t was UNH, a 
MAANews 
As had been expected, two close races 
highlighted this past Monday's elections for 
the 1977-78 Men's Athletic Association 
Executive Council. Peter Hayes, a senior 
from Beverly, narrowly edged Jeff Marvelle 
for' the Treasurer's seat. Hayes' two·vote 
victory assured him of his first year as a 
council member. In the other close election 
Doug Daniels, a m.ember of the Alpha Upsilo~ 
fraternity and a varsity basketball participant 
for two years, was chased to the wire by Kevin 
McCarthy of the football team. By splitting 
the opposition ballots between McCarthy and 
Roger Tremblay, Daniels was able to 
accumulate 40% of the bote to be elected as 
mediap~r$on. In other positions Frand 
biCristoforo, this year's Vice-President, 
moved into the head position of President. 
His right· hand man will by Tim Lally of , 
Plymouth and currently a resident at the Hill. 
Juniors 130b Harrington and Ray Oberg were 
running unopposed. They will fill the positions 
o(Secretary and Publicity, Pir~ctor 
respectively. Tim Kane nudged .qut,fpotbalh~r .. 
Jeff Hawkins to win election! as:. the:" 
Corresponding Secretary". For tp~ -Senior, . 
Delegate position football tri-ca..ptain Pete· 
Baskauskas beat Mike Whalen; and "Slim" 
Jim Billings retained his seat as' Junior 
Delegate by edging out don Car:~. Greg 
Kasabian was once againeiected to represent 
. the class of 1980 on the council. 
Current President 'Tic" Mansur 'expressed 
his opinions of the new council. "I was glad to 
see that the students elected bery capable 
people to fill the positions which will be left 
vacant by the graduatioI;1~of sixs 2nior council 
members; However, I regrl t that Jeff 
Marvelle was not reelected t( the council. 
He's put in two very helpful ears. I· really 
thought Frank would be a1:: ! to use his 
experience next experience neet. ·year." 
President-elect Frank DiCristofaro could not 
be reached for .comment. 
The Men's Athletic Association is currently 10 
the process of sending invitations to its 
annual Father-Son Day Banquet. Enclosed 
with the invitations are a return envelope, a 
ticker and an R.S.V.P. . 
Anyone whose R.S. V.P. is noi receiveded by 
April 28 will not be granted admittance to the 
banquet whether they have a ticket or not. 
Anyone who has not received an invitation, 
but feels he deserves one, should contact 
"Tic" Mansur. Whether you receive one Qr 
not, no one' will be allowed to attend the 
banquet without submitting an R.S. V.P to 
Coach Swenson. This policy is made be thE 
caterer's request for an exact.head count. 
Thanks . 
"Tic" 
fast and physical team. UNH was a 13-3 victor 
in this one. Bse goals caIT\e '-J\a Ma.T~ 
Ke\\ehe-c, Kathy ParKer and Sue Sheehan. 
ESC's second team 1S current\"" 2-0. The'\T 
'i.i.rst v\eta..:"" VoJas a <)-3 \::A",n,\<..\ng. 0\ BTOWn" """th 
SUe ""''n~o",\-,,,,,,",, 
Parker goals had th~Bears up and· Shcuon' Rogerson, Mary Ann 
at·in,termissiori. . Freno and Debbie Hill once each. Soph.·Deb 
Second period action. saw Tufts taIiy 4 Draper notched her second victory in goal. 
times despite the efforts of defensive players Bears defense players Carol EnnIS, Barbra 
Liz Sullivan, MJMuelio, Carol Bolduc,; Karen " Ibbetso • Diane Cleary, Cheryl Cronin and 
Tewksbury and Kathy Parker. Meanwhile' Paula Hutch held Tufts scoreless until .10 
SSC attack players Paula Agnew, Sue Walsa, . seconds remained in the match. 
Mary Kelleher, Linda 'QuintiIiani and Mary 
Maulsen had a hard time cracking the Tufts 
defenses, which only allowed 2 goals in the 
period (Walus and Parker). 
Tuftsescaped with a 6-5 victory, upping 
their record to 4-2, while Bridgewater's 
dropped to 0-3. 
Tip-ins: "Most Teeth Award" used to 
belong to Carol Ennis,.but after hitting herself 
in the mouth with her tennis racquet she now 
gets the "Toothless Wonder Award" ....... 
SEE FOR YOURSELFI 
,We. off~r one of the largest selections of designer to" 
". moderate priced frames in the area! . ' 
. .*COntact lenses 
* Sfu'd~~idiscount with I.D. 
*Pro~pt~ 'professional service 
* Eye' exams arra~ged 
, "., ., .• ':.. .. ... QQ ,,', 4!~ntermtt~~rr~r~ ~~ t~~~~tm' 
Middleboro Medical Center 
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Aquabrytes Drown in Applause 
T:i'1e AquatH1lte's Show is at times thought 
to be a performance of water baltet only. 
However the shrn.v presented on April 21, 22, 
and 23 was a unique combination of ba1let, 
jazz. and creative movement· all performed 
pxn.. ... rtly in the pooi. 
Creative ability and hard work went 
into the shew as audIences Vl~wea tne most 
creative Aquabryte performance ever. The 
group ut!!ised con~,e,mporary s0,!1~s and mus~~ 
such as "",'hat I dId For Love, Evergreen. 
"Friends", and "Moon Shadow", that made 
for listening pleasure as welL This type of 
music inspired the choreographers to use 
new movement and styles for aquatic ballet 
€\;1dent in everv number. 
Along with· the contemporary stylein 
music, the Aquabrytes also used various 
techniques of make-up, In the "Calypso" 
number. florescent green makeup was 
applied to various parts of the body, When 
the lights were shutoff and the flourescent 
lights wefe tumedon the pool, the make·up 
illiuminated the swimmers creating a ship-like 
image. Another effective maRe-up technique 
used by mimes suc.h as Marcel Marceau, 
appeared on the faces of the swimmers in the 
finale "'friends." 
The costumes, leotards and bathing suits 
worn by the performers also added to the 
innovative ideas already present in the show. 
The colors and styles of each costume were 
accurately chosen with themes and water 
movements in mind. 
A further attraction to the show was the 
were the two painters Mike McCabe and 
Cathy Carrigan who silently introduced each 
-1, 
number through comic antics, The props 
used by the painters· a colorful moral of the 
rainbow· along INith signs stating the misical 
rainbow- along with the signs stating the 
musical numbers were definate assets for the 
visual appeal of the show, 
Although all the numbers were very good, 
several deserve the term "excellent." June 
Hussey's "Cabaret" number, choreographed 
and performed by her, was an outstanding 
combination of theatrical and aquatic 
movements. It is easy to understand why 
June has been President of the Aquabrytes 
for two consecutive years. Numbers such as 
"Calypso", "Summer of '42" and "Come 
Touch The Sun" deserve. praise for the 
chorepgraphy and expertise iof the 
performers involved. The finale "Friende" was 
an excellent source of music expertly 
choroegraphed by Mariellen Serena and 
proved a fittting end to the shoeend to the 
proved a fitting end to the show. The 
performers began the number stationed 
separately along the poolside, appearing 
lonely and. isolated. As the chorus of 
"Friends" began, the swimmers leaped to 
their feet, joined hands and jumped into the 
pool. This illustrated the feeling of unity in the 
group as well as the theme of the song, 
Because of the tremendous turnou't at the 
performance, many people were turned 
away. However members .of the college 
community have a remedy for the priblem. 
community have a remedy for the problem. 
They suggest the performances be extended 
for five or six nights, eliminating an 
overcrowded balcony, 
fl. Fi/th o/Beethoven 
)' 
Miss Rugen 
Love Potion No. 9 
